Outcomes of using the internet for sexual purposes: fulfilment of sexual desires
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Abstract. Background: The purpose of the current study was to examine the characteristics of those who report fulfilment of sexual desires as a result of internet use for sexual purposes and which sexually related online activities contribute to the fulfilment of sexual desires. Methods: Data were collected through a questionnaire posted on Swedish-language websites in 2009. The sample comprised 1614 respondents who reported using the internet for sexual purposes, 62\% women and 38\% men. Results: The results showed that the majority of the respondents had their sexual desires fulfilled as a result of their sexually related activities on the internet; 21\% to a great extent and 59\% to a small extent, but 20\% did not have their sexual desires fulfilled. Using a multinomial logistic regression analysis, respondents who had their sexual desires fulfilled to a small or great extent were each compared with those who did not have their sexual desires fulfilled at all. At the level of individual characteristics and sexual behaviours, those with no fulfilment of their sexual desires did not differ from those who had their sexual desires fulfilled, with the exceptions of age and masturbation. In comparison to fulfilment to a small extent, fulfilment of sexual desires to a great extent was predicted by a larger number of sexually related online activities that were based on interaction. Conclusion: The findings suggest that the internet may contribute to fulfilment of sexual desires among a large internet population, irrespective of sex or sexual identity.
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Introduction

The massive volume of sexual material and sexual merchandise available on the internet has made it possible for people to explore virtually anything imaginable related to sexuality.\textsuperscript{1} Through its specific characteristics such as anonymity and virtual proximity, the internet has allowed users to overcome or break away from some of the prevailing sexual scripts guiding human sexual behaviour in a face-to-face setting.\textsuperscript{2} By typing instead of talking, along with virtual proximity, the internet has enabled people to participate in detailed conversations about how to have sex or just anonymously watch these conversations unfold online.\textsuperscript{3} Moreover, individuals and couples have been able to approach strangers online and ask for sexual encounters offline,\textsuperscript{4} and others have engaged in detailed sexual talk while masturbating.\textsuperscript{5} In addition, men and women have been able to consume pornography and to purchase sexual merchandise online without the stigma attached to these behaviours in public settings offline.\textsuperscript{6,7} All these forms of behaviours are examples of sexually related online activities, which, according to Leiblum and Döring’s definition, capture all sexually related content and activities observable on the internet.\textsuperscript{8}

Prior research has focussed on sexual activities on the internet as well as on the characteristics of those who use the internet for sexual purposes. The outcomes of using the internet for these purposes have also been researched, although to a lesser extent. As sexuality researchers turned their eyes to the emergence of the internet in the mid-1990s, both the potential benefits and possible risks were discussed. From a professional perspective, it could be possible to use the new technology to obtain information about various sexual issues, and to use the internet in sexual education and for sexual therapy.\textsuperscript{9,10} From a user’s perspective, the internet could help establish and maintain sexual and romantic relationships, connect with various subgroups not present in the local community, and allow for the exploration of one’s own sexuality through adult websites and purchasing sexual merchandise from online sex shops.\textsuperscript{7,11} However, many of these benefits have not been studied and, to the present day, they remain as mere speculations, that have not yet been subjected to empirical studies.\textsuperscript{6,12} Overall, only little is known about the effects and influences of the internet on human sexuality.

In one of the world’s first large-scale surveys, comprising an internet convenience sample, it was found that 92\% of the
respondents considered their use of the internet for sexual purposes nonproblematic. This result was corroborated in subsequent studies in the USA as well as in Sweden where similar proportions of respondents reported their use to be nonproblematic. Specifically, in a Swedish study, it was found that the majority consider their use of the internet for sexual purposes as positive or even very positive. However, population-based figures are lacking.

More detailed studies of specific online sexual activities have shown that there are various outcomes of sexually related online activities. For example, having cybersex defined as a web-based mediated form of sexual encounter includes the potential of improving and intensifying partner relationships, of experiencing better sex and of approximating sexual encounters not possible in offline settings. In greater detail, prior research has recognised a group of men who do not consider themselves homosexuals but seek sex with other men on the internet. In relation to online pornography, the use of pornography by couples has been associated with a permissive erotic climate, (i.e. expressing personal sexual desires within the relationship).

High pornography consumption in individuals has been linked to positive factors such as satisfaction of sexual needs or curiosity. It has also been found that active participation in a sexually related online discussion group may facilitate the expression of one’s sexual self and contribute to coming out. Likewise, seeking sexual advice and other sex-related information on the internet has been perceived as a useful source of experience-based opinions, suggestions, and emotional support. Consequently, online sexual activities may have several positive impacts on sexuality such as improving sex-related knowledge, increasing satisfaction in partner relationships and fulfillment of sexual desires. According to a study on understanding sexual desire, it was found that genital arousal, daydreams or sexual fantasies are the best index of this term. The fulfillment of sexual desires broadly refers to sexual gratification associated with sexual arousal, sexual fantasies or daydreams.

However, in spite of the fact that internet use for sexual purposes is regarded as unproblematic or even positive by many users, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies available providing empirical evidence about those who report having their sexual desires fulfilled by their sexually related online activities. Thus, the purpose of the current study was to examine the characteristics of those who report fulfillment of their sexual desires, and whether the anonymous internet provides access to sexual content and connecting people with various sexual needs and empowers those people (e.g. women, gays and lesbians) who may have difficulty reaching fulfillment of their sexual needs in their traditional social milieu.

Furthermore, the internet provides a wide range of sexually related online activities for individuals to engage in. These might be qualitatively different in that they vary from less interactive (e.g. accessing sexual information, consuming online pornography) to highly interactive activities such as having cybersex. For instance, cybersex, sometimes followed by experimenting with partner selection as well as different sexual scripts, may contribute greatly to the fulfillment of sexual desires. Nevertheless, the possible link between sexually related online activities and the fulfillment of sexual desires is currently unknown. Therefore, an additional aim of the current study was to examine which sexually related online activities may predict fulfillment of sexual desires and to what extent.

Methods

Procedure

The web questionnaire was administered in the Swedish language via four sites: three websites and one Swedish university. Two websites were portal sites oriented towards adults, including a collection of hyperlinks to a variety of web resources (e.g. newspapers, weather forecasts) and various applications (e.g. email, chats), with one leaning more towards online dating. The third website was a youth community, one of the two largest in Sweden for 16- to 29-year-olds. None of the sites were sexual or sexually explicit in their nature. The sites were Passagen.se, Spray.se, and Playahead.se with ~500 000, 400 000 and 100 000 unique visitors per week respectively. The size of the university was nearly 21 000 students.

Between 27 February and 8 March in 2009, a banner was placed on the Passagen.se and Spray.se (part of the Eniro Corporation) web portal site and was visible at all times for all visitors to that site. The banner read ‘Participate in a study on love and sex on the internet’. On 11 March, an email briefly describing the study, including a hyperlink to the web questionnaire, was sent to all active student email addresses registered at the university. Finally, on 18 March, a message with similar content to the university email was randomly sent by the administrators to 10 000 members of the Playahead.se community aged 18 years or older. Data collection ended on 20 March 2009.

Participation was totally anonymous and there was no way of connecting completed questionnaires to respondents. Potential personal identifiers such as name and email addresses were not asked for. As such, the study was exempt from an ethical review.

Instrument

The instrument was based on an earlier instrument that was used in a similar study in 2002, but revised and expanded. The web questionnaire comprised 85 questions divided into six subsections. However, by using skip patterns, we were able to personalise the question to some extent. This could reduce the number of questions to 51 for some respondents.

Sample

A total of 1913 respondents completed the questionnaire. The majority of the respondents were recruited from the university (955 respondents) and from the Playahead.se web community (580 respondents). The numbers recruited from Spray.se and Passagen.se were 273 and 105 respondents respectively. The sample comprised 66% women and 34% men. The mean age for women was 28 years and 29 years for men. Fourteen respondents were over 65 years and were excluded from this study. Approximately 1% reported that they were from a country outside Sweden. For this analysis, only those who reported using the internet for sexual purposes were included.
(n=1614), of whom 62% were women and 38% men. Participants’ were selected if they replied yes to one or more of the following items: reading erotic novels, viewing pornography, chatting about sex, seeking information about sex, shopping for sex products, flirting, seeking romantic partners or seeking sex partners.

**Dependent variable**

The questionnaire included one item on sexual desire and the internet. Participants who reported using the internet for love and sexual purposes were asked to respond to the following statement: ‘I have been able to fulfill my sexual desires because of my online activities.’ The response alternatives were ‘not at all’, ‘to a small extent’, ‘to a moderate extent’, ‘to a great extent’ and ‘to a very great extent’. To facilitate the analysis, these response alternatives were recoded into a three-category dependent variable: sexual desire not fulfilled, sexual desire fulfilled to a small extent and sexual desire fulfilled to a great extent.

**Independent variables**

The independent variables revolved around three areas: sociodemographic, sexual behaviour of the internet, with seeking information about sex being the most endorsed activity (55%) followed by viewing pornography (55%), flirting (51%), reading erotic novels (41%), chatting about sex (32%), shopping for sex products (30%), seeking romantic partners (28%) and seeking sex partners (18%). Forty-five percent of the respondents reported having had sex with a partner they had met online and 25% claimed to have had cybersex.

Table 2 displays the results of the multinomial logistic regression analysis. The likelihood ratio test of the overall model was significant, indicating a well-fitting model (P < 0.001). Age was found to be a significant predictor of having had sexual desire fulfilled through online sexual activities. Respondents aged 25–34 years were twice as likely as 18- to 24-year-olds to have had their sexual desire fulfilled compared with those who had not had their sexual desire fulfilled through online sexual activities. Other than age, none of the social demographic variables could predict group membership.

The results indicated that those who masturbated daily compared with rarely were more likely to have had their sexual desires fulfilled compared with those who had not had their sexual desires fulfilled. No other significant results were found among the sexual behaviour factors.

Sexually related online activities were the strongest predictors in the model. Those respondents who had had their...

### Table 1. Fulfillment of sexual desires as a result of sex-related activities on the internet by sex and age in percent (n = 1082)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>18 to 24 years old</th>
<th>25 to 34 years old</th>
<th>35 to 65 years old</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Men (n = 240)</td>
<td>Women (n = 336)</td>
<td>Men (n = 128)</td>
<td>Women (n = 174)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To a great or very great extent</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To a moderate or small extent</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Analysis**

Data were analysed by SPSS ver. 17 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Demographic characteristics were examined by using descriptive statistics. A multinomial logistic regression analysis was used to generate separate profiles for the groups ‘sexual desire fulfilled’ and ‘sexual desire somewhat fulfilled’ compared with the reference category ‘sexual desire not fulfilled’. Effects are expressed in odds ratios (OR) where values above 1 indicate increased effects and values below 1 indicate decreased effects. Consequently, a value of 1 indicates no effect.

**Results**

The results showed the majority of the 1082 respondents who responded to the question reported to have had their sexual desires fulfilled as a result of their sexually related activities on the internet, 21% to a great extent and 59% to a small extent, while 20% did not have their sexual desires fulfilled. Age and sex differences are displayed in Table 1. The results show that the highest proportions of sexual desires fulfilled were found among men and women aged 25–34 (89% men vs. 85% women). The lowest proportion was found among men and women aged 18–24 (81% men vs. 73% women).

The respondents engaged in a range of sex-related activities on the internet, with seeking information about sex being the most endorsed activity (56%) followed by viewing pornography (55%), flirting (51%), reading erotic novels (41%), chatting about sex (32%), shopping for sex products (30%), seeking romantic partners (28%) and seeking sex partners (18%). Forty-five percent of the respondents reported having had sex with a partner they had met online and 25% claimed to have had cybersex.
sexual desires fulfilled to a small extent through their sexually related online activities were more likely than those who had not had their sexual desires fulfilled to read erotic novels (OR = 2.11), view pornography (OR = 2.93), shop for sex products (OR = 1.66) and to have had cybersex (OR = 2.18). The results showed increased ORs as well as additional significant factors among those who had had their sexual desires fulfilled to a great extent. They were more likely than the reference group to read erotic novels (OR = 2.67), view pornography (OR = 6.99), chat about sex (OR = 1.84), shop for sex products (OR = 1.98), seek sex partners (OR = 2.39), to have had sex with someone met online (OR = 2.01) and to have had cybersex (OR = 3.26) compared with those who reported not having had their sexual desires fulfilled through their use of the internet for sexual purposes.

**Discussion**

Most respondents reported that their sexual desires had been fulfilled through sexually related online activities. At the level of demographic characteristics, with the exception of age, respondents who had their sexual desires fulfilled to a small extent and a large extent did not differ from those who did not have their sexual desires fulfilled at all. Similarly, no differences were found at the level of sexual behaviour, with the exception of masturbation. Those respondents whose sexual desires had been fulfilled to a great extent had a slightly higher masturbation frequency. In terms of sexually related online activities and their link to fulfilment of sexual desires, a larger number of activities mostly based on interaction were found to be significant for fulfilment of sexual desires to a great extent.

The finding that neither sex nor sexual identity predicted fulfilment of sexual desires through sexually related online activities indicates that the outcomes of internet use for sexual purposes are no longer privileged to only those who have a limited access to sex in their traditional social milieu. This may reflect some change in internet use in that the internet, through its persistent entanglement in daily life, has become a widely acceptable venue for sexual behaviour, which, in turn, may have an empowering effect on women and their internet use for sexual purposes.

However, age was the only sociodemographic characteristic that was associated with an increased extent of fulfilment of
sexual desires. Those who had their sexual desires fulfilled through their online sexual activities were twice as likely to be 25–34 years old than to be 18–24 years old. Older age groups might live in a longer-term relationship than younger age groups, which could be followed by a decline in sexual satisfaction.\textsuperscript{19, 20} Although this problem may be relevant for respondents in the older age group (35–65 years), individuals aged between 25–34 years might be more familiar with internet use in its breadth and potentially more open to treat sexually related online activities as a full-blown form of sexual behaviour than the older age group. This, in turn, might result in a greater fulfilment of their sexual desires.

Furthermore, the fulfilment of sexual desires to a great extent through sexually related online activities was linked to a slightly higher masturbation frequency. When interpreting this finding, an increased variability of sexually related online activities should be considered. For instance, it is widely known that masturbation follows online pornography\textsuperscript{21} and its consumption was found to be tripled when predicting fulfilment of sexual desires to a great extent. Similarly, masturbation is often considered a part of cybersex,\textsuperscript{12} the effect of which on predicting fulfilment of sexual desires was also increased. Furthermore, chatting about sex was found to predict fulfilment of sexual desires to a great extent. Those who could be unfamiliar with the term ‘cybersex’ might be more likely to report chatting about sex instead of cybersex. Therefore, we assume that a slightly higher masturbation frequency might be a manifestation of involvement in interactive sexually related online activities.

The study showed that fulfilment of sexual desires to a small extent was predicted by fewer and rather less interactive sexually related online activities, whereas fulfilment of sexual desires to a great extent was predicted by a larger number of sexually related online activities. These were more interactive, as they included chatting about sex, seeking sex partners, having sex with someone they met online or cybersex. This indicates that the more interactive sexually related online activities internet users engage in, the greater fulfilment of sexual desires they may experience. The current study may support prior studies documenting possible positive effects of internet use for sexual purposes.\textsuperscript{13–15} However, this finding was obtained with no relation to the broader context in which individuals lived. For instance, it remains unclear how fulfilment of sexual desires through sexually related online activities affects relationships and their quality; whether this contributes to satisfaction with a partner relationship or, on the contrary, and whether it has a detrimental effect on it. Therefore, further research seems to be needed before concluding that fulfilment of sexual desires through sexually related online activities, especially those emphasising interactivity, generally has a positive effect.

A similar cautious approach should be taken when interpreting a strong link between consumption of online pornography and fulfilment of sexual desires. Those who had fulfilled their sexual desires to a great extent were six times more likely to have viewed pornography than those who had not had their sexual desires fulfilled. This finding may support recent research that suggests that pornography can have a positive impact on sexuality for both individuals and couples.\textsuperscript{20, 22} However, a broader approach is required to evaluate its positive effect, as the positive influence of online pornography may vary depending on how it is consumed by a couple.\textsuperscript{20}

We found a portion of internet users whose online sexual activities did not fulfil their sexual desires. Based on comparisons between groups who had and who had not fulfilled their sexual desires, a relationship was found between less use of the internet for sexual purposes and not fulfilling one’s sexual desires. However, we do not know what the causal link looks like – whether one is less likely to fulfil one’s desires because of lower internet use for sexual purposes or whether one engages in sexually related activities online less frequently because it does not fulfil one’s sexual desires. This should be subjected to further research.

Limitations

This study had several limitations. First, it was a convenience sample biased by age due to the recruitment sites. Second, it was conducted in Sweden and the results may differ from those from other countries on several parameters. Third, this was a self-reported questionnaire using a single-item measure on fulfilment of sexual desires, which means that participants may have over- or under-estimated the effects of sexually related activities on the fulfilment of sexual desires. Fourth, the sample consisted of self-selected volunteers, who were predominantly female, and university students. Fifth, the high drop-out rate may have influenced the results, retaining respondents who were more positively inclined towards internet sexuality.

Conclusion

The current study distinguished users who had fulfilled their sexual desires through online sexual activities to a great extent, to a small extent and not at all. Although fulfilment of sexual desires may be \textit{a priori} considered as a positive outcome of internet use for sexual purposes, the increased role of interaction-based sexually related activities on the internet and heightened consumption of online pornography call for further research to examine the fulfilment of sexual desires with respect to an individual’s social context. Despite this, the findings indicate that the internet may contribute to the fulfilment of sexual desires irrespective of sexual identity or sex, which adds to the currently limited knowledge on the positive aspects of internet sexuality.
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